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ABSTRACT

Removing information from a machine learning model is a non-trivial task that requires to partially revert the training process. This task is unavoidable when sensitive data, such as credit card numbers or passwords, accidentally enter the model and need to be removed afterwards. Recently, different concepts for machine unlearning have been proposed to address this problem. While these approaches are effective in removing individual data points, they do not scale to scenarios where larger groups of features and labels need to be reverted. In this paper, we propose the first method for unlearning features and labels. Our approach builds on the concept of influence functions and realizes unlearning through closed-form updates of model parameters. It enables to adapt the influence of training data on a learning model retrospectively, thereby correcting data leaks and privacy issues. For learning models with strongly convex loss functions, our method provides certified unlearning with theoretical guarantees. For models with non-convex losses, we empirically show that unlearning features and labels is effective and significantly faster than other strategies.

1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning has become an ubiquitous tool in analyzing personal data and developing data-driven services. Unfortunately, the underlying learning models can pose a serious threat to privacy if they inadvertently capture sensitive information from the training data and later reveal it to users. For example, Carlini et al. [15] show that the Google text completion system contains credit card numbers from personal emails, which may be exposed to other users during the autocompletion of text. Once such sensitive data has entered a learning model, however, its removal is non-trivial and requires to selectively revert the learning process. In absence of specific methods for this task in the past, retraining from scratch has been the only resort, which is costly and only possible if the original training data is still available.

As a remedy, Cao & Yang [14] and Bourtoule et al. [11] propose methods for machine unlearning. These methods decompose the learning process and are capable of removing individual data points from a model in retrospection. As a result, they enable to eliminate isolated privacy issues, such as data points associated with individuals. However, information leaks may not only manifest in single data instances but also in groups of features and labels. For example, a collaborative spam filter [6] may accidentally capture personal names and addresses that are present in hundreds of emails. Similarly, in a credit scoring system, inappropriate features, such as the gender or race of clients, may need to be unlearned for thousands of affected data points.

Unfortunately, instance-based unlearning as proposed in prior work is inefficient in these cases: First, a runtime improvement can hardly be obtained over retraining when the changes are not isolated and larger parts of the training data need to be adapted. Second, omitting several data points inevitably reduces the fidelity of the corrected learning model. It becomes clear that the task of unlearning is not limited to removing individual data points, but also requires corrections on the level of features and labels. In these scenarios, unlearning methods still need to be effective and efficient, regardless of the amount of affected data points.

In this paper, we propose the first method for unlearning features and labels from a learning model. Our approach is inspired by the concept of influence functions, a technique from robust statistics [39], that allows for estimating the influence of data on learning models [43, 44]. By reformulating this influence estimation as a form of unlearning, we derive a versatile approach that maps changes of the training data in retrospection to closed-form updates of model parameters. These updates can be calculated efficiently, even if larger parts of the training data are affected, and enable the removal of features and labels. As a result, our method can correct privacy leaks in a wide range of learning models with convex and non-convex loss functions.

For models with strongly convex loss, such as logistic regression and support vector machines, we prove that our approach enables certified unlearning. That is, it provides theoretical guarantees on the removal of features and labels from the models. To obtain these guarantees, we build on the concept of certified data removal [36, 50] and investigate the difference between models obtained with our approach and retraining from scratch. Consequently, we can define an upper bound on this difference and thereby realize provable unlearning in practice.

For models with non-convex loss functions, such as deep neural networks, similar guarantees cannot be realized. However, we empirically demonstrate that our approach provides substantial advantages over prior work. Our method is significantly faster in comparison to sharding [11, 32] and retraining while reaching a similar level of accuracy. Moreover, due to the compact updates, our approach requires only a fraction of the training data and hence is applicable when the original data is not available. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in case studies on unlearning (a) sensitive features in linear models, (b) unintended memorization in language models, and (c) label poisoning in computer vision.

Contributions. In summary, we make the following major contributions in this paper:

1. Unlearning with closed-form updates. We introduce a novel framework for unlearning features and labels. This framework builds on closed-form updates of model parameters and thus is significantly faster than instance-based approaches to unlearning.

2. Certified unlearning. We derive two unlearning strategies for our framework based on first-order and second-order gradient updates. Under convexity and continuity assumptions.
The increasing application of machine learning to personal data has started a series of research on detecting and correcting privacy issues in learning models [e.g., 15, 16, 47, 55, 57, 63]. In the following, we provide an overview of work on machine unlearning and influence functions. A broader discussion of privacy and machine learning is given by De Cristofaro [21] and Papernot et al. [51].

Machine unlearning. Methods for removing sensitive data from learning models are a recent branch of security research. As one of the first, Cao & Yang [14] show that a large number of learning models can be represented in a closed summation form that allows for elegantly removing individual data points in retrospection. However, for adaptive learning strategies, such as stochastic gradient descent, this approach provides only little advantage over retraining from scratch and thus is not well suited for correcting problems in deep neural networks.

As a remedy, Bourtoule et al. [11] propose a universal strategy for unlearning data instances from classification models. Similarly, Ginart et al. [32] develop a technique for unlearning points from clusterings. The key idea of both approaches is to split the data into independent partitions—so called shards—and aggregate the final model from submodels trained over these shards. In this setting, the unlearning of data points can be efficiently carried out by only retraining the affected submodels. We refer to this unlearning strategy as sharding. Aldaghi et al. [4] show that this approach can be further sped up for least-squares regression by choosing the shards cleverly. Sharding, however, is suitable for removing a few data points only and inevitably deteriorates in performance when larger portions of the data require changes.

This limitation of sharding is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The probability that all shards need to be retrained increases with the number of data points to be corrected. For a practical setup with 20 shards, as proposed by Bourtoule et al. [11], changes to as few as 150 points are already sufficient to impact all shards and render this form of unlearning inefficient, regardless of the size of the training data. We provide a detailed analysis of this limitation in Appendix A.1. Consequently, for privacy leaks involving hundreds or thousands of data points, sharding provides no advantages over costly retraining.

(3) Empirical analysis. We empirically show that unlearning of sensible information is possible even for deep neural networks with non-convex loss functions. We find that our first-order update is highly efficient, enabling a speed-up over retraining by several orders of magnitude.

Influence functions. The concept of influence functions that forms the basis of our approach originates from the area of robust statistics [39]. It first was introduced by Cook & Weisberg [20] for investigating the changes of simple linear regression models. Although the proposed techniques have been occasionally employed in machine learning [40, 46], it was the seminal work of Koh & Liang [43] that recently brought general attention to this concept and its application to modern learning models. In particular, this work uses influence functions for explaining the impact of data points on the predictions of learning models.

Influence functions have then been used in a wide range of applications. For example, they have been applied to trace bias in word embeddings back to documents [13, 19], determine reliable regions in learning models [56], and explain deep neural networks [9]. As part of this research strain, Basu et al. [8] increase the accuracy of influence functions by using high-order approximations, Barshan et al. [7] improve their precision through nearest-neighbor strategies, and Guo et al. [37] reduce their runtime by focusing on specific samples. Finally, Golatkar et al. [33, 34] move to the field of privacy and use influence functions to “forget” data points in neural networks using special approximations.

In terms of theoretical analysis, Koh et al. [44] study the accuracy of influence functions when estimating the loss on test data and Neel et al. [50] perform a similar analysis for gradient-based update strategies. In addition, Rad & Maleki [54] show that the prediction error on leave-one-out validations can be reduced with influence functions. Finally, Guo et al. [36] introduce the idea of certified removal of data points and propose a definition of indistinguishability between learning models similar to Neel et al. [50]. In this paper we introduce a natural extension of these concepts to define the certified unlearning of features and labels.

Difference to our approach. All prior approaches to unlearning remain on the level of data instances and cannot be used for correcting other types of privacy issues. To our knowledge, we are the first to build on the concept of influence functions for unlearning features and labels from learning models. Figure 2 visualizes this difference between instance-based unlearning and our approach. Note that in both cases the amount of data to be removed is roughly the same, yet far more data instances are affected when features or labels need to be changed.
3 UNLEARNING WITH UPDATES

Let us start by introducing a basic learning setup. We consider a supervised learning task that is described by a dataset $D = \{z_1, \ldots, z_n\}$ with each point $z_i = (x, y)$ consisting of features $x \in \mathcal{X}$ and a label $y \in \mathcal{Y}$. We assume that $\mathcal{X} = \mathbb{R}^d$ is a vector space and denote the $j$-th feature of $x$ by $x[j]$. Given a loss function $\ell(x, \theta)$ that measures the difference between the predictions of a learning model $\theta$ with $p$ parameters and the true labels, the optimal model $\theta^*$ can be found by minimizing the regularized empirical risk,

$$
\theta^* = \arg\min_{\theta} \ L_b(\theta; D) = \arg\min_{\theta} \ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \ell(z_i, \theta) + \lambda \Omega(\theta) + b^T \theta \quad (1)
$$

where $\Omega$ is a common regularizer [see 25]. Note that we add a vector $b \in \mathbb{R}^p$ to the optimization. For conventional learning, this vector is set to zero and can be ignored. To achieve certified unlearning, however, it enables to add a small amount of noise to the minimization, similar to differentially private learning strategies [26, 28]. We introduce this technique later in Section 5 and thus omit the subscript in $L_b$ for the sake of clarity now. The process of unlearning amounts to adapting $\theta^*$ to changes in $D$ without recalculating the optimization problem in Equation (1).

3.1 Unlearning Data Points

To provide an intuition for our approach, we begin by asking a simple question: How would the optimal learning model $\theta^*$ change, if only one data point $z$ had been perturbed by some change $\delta$? Replacing $z$ by $\tilde{z} = (x + \delta, y)$ leads to the new optimal model:

$$
\theta^*_{z \rightarrow \tilde{z}} = \arg\min_{\theta} \ L(\theta; D) + \epsilon \ell(\tilde{z}, \theta) - \ell(z, \theta). \quad (2)
$$

However, calculating the new model $\theta^*_{z \rightarrow \tilde{z}}$ exactly is expensive and does not provide any advantage over solving the problem in Equation (1). Instead of replacing the data point $z$ with $\tilde{z}$, we can also up-weight $\tilde{z}$ by a small value $\epsilon$ and down-weight $z$ accordingly, resulting in the following optimization problem:

$$
\theta^*_{\epsilon, z \rightarrow \tilde{z}} = \arg\min_{\theta} \ L(\theta; D) + \epsilon \ell(\tilde{z}, \theta) - \epsilon \ell(z, \theta). \quad (3)
$$

Equations (2) and (3) are obviously equivalent for $\epsilon = 1$ and solve the same problem.

Consequently, we do not need to explicitly remove a data point from the training data but can revert its influence on the learning model through a combination of appropriate up-weighting and down-weighting. It is easy to see that this approach is not restricted to a single data point. We can simply define a set of data points $Z$ as well as their perturbed versions $\tilde{Z}$ and arrive at the following optimization problem

$$
\theta^*_{\epsilon, Z \rightarrow \tilde{Z}} = \arg\min_{\theta} \ L(\theta; D) + \epsilon \sum_{z \in Z} \ell(z, \theta) - \epsilon \sum_{\tilde{z} \in \tilde{Z}} \ell(\tilde{z}, \theta). \quad (4)
$$

This generalization enables us to approximate changes on larger portions of the training data. Instead of solving the problem in Equation (4) directly, however, we formulate the optimization as an update of the original model $\theta^*$. That is, we seek a closed-form update $\Delta(Z, \tilde{Z})$ of the model parameters, such that

$$
\theta^*_{\epsilon, Z \rightarrow \tilde{Z}} \approx \theta^* + \Delta(Z, \tilde{Z}), \quad (5)
$$

where $\Delta(Z, \tilde{Z})$ has the same dimension as the learning model $\theta$ but is sparse and affects only the necessary weights.

As a result of this formulation, we can describe changes of the training data as a compact update $\Delta$ rather than iteratively solving an optimization problem. We show in Section 4 that this update step can be efficiently computed using first-order and second-order derivatives. Furthermore, we prove in Section 4 that the unlearning success of both updates can be certified up to a tolerance $\epsilon$ if the loss function $\ell$ is strictly convex, twice differentiable, and Lipschitz-continuous. Notice that if $\tilde{Z} = \emptyset$ in Equation (4), our approach also yields updates to remove data points similar to prior work [36, 43].

3.2 Unlearning Features and Labels

Equipped with a general method for updating a learning model, we proceed to introduce our approach for unlearning features and labels. To this end, we expand our notion of perturbations and include changes to labels by defining

$$
\tilde{z} = (x + \delta_x, y + \delta_y),
$$

where $\delta_x$ modifies the features of a data point and $\delta_y$ its label. By using different changes in the perturbations $\tilde{Z}$, we can now realize different types of unlearning using closed-form updates.

**Replacing features.** As the first type of unlearning, we consider the task of correcting features in a learning model. This task is relevant if the content of some features violates the privacy of a user and needs to be replaced with alternative data. As an example, personal names, identification numbers, residence addresses, or other sensitive information might need to be removed after a model has been trained on a corpus of emails.

For a set of features $F$ and their new values $V$, we define perturbations on the affected points $Z$ by

$$
\tilde{Z} = \{(x[f] = v, y) : (x, y) \in Z, (f, v) \in F \times V\}.
$$

For example, a credit card number contained in the training data can be blinded by a random number sequence in this setting. The values $V$ can be adapted individually for each data point, such that fine-grained corrections are possible.

**Replacing labels.** As the second type of unlearning, we focus on correcting labels. This form of unlearning is necessary if the labels captured in a model contain unwanted or inappropriate information. For example, in generative language models, the training text is used as input features (preceding tokens) and labels (target tokens).
where \( Z \) corresponds to the data points in \( Z \) without their original labels. The new labels \( Y \) can also be individually selected for each data point, as long as they come from the domain \( \mathcal{Y} \), that is, \( Y \subset \mathcal{Y} \). Note that the replaced labels and features can be easily combined in one set of perturbations \( \tilde{Z} \), so that defects affecting both can be corrected in a single update. In Section 6.2, we demonstrate that this combination can be used to remove unintended memorization from generative language models with high efficiency.

**Revoking features.** Based on appropriate definitions of \( Z \) and \( \tilde{Z} \), our approach enables to replace the content of features and thus eliminate privacy leaks by overwriting sensitive data. In some scenarios, however, it might be necessary to even completely remove features from a learning model—a task that we denote as revocation. In contrast to the correction of features, this form of unlearning poses a unique challenge: The revocation of features can reduce the input dimension of the model. While this adjustment can be easily carried out through retraining with adapted data, constructing a model update as in Equation (5) becomes tricky.

To address this problem, let us consider a model \( \theta^* \) trained on a dataset \( D \subset \mathbb{R}^d \). If we remove some features \( F \) from this dataset and train the model again, we obtain a new optimal model \( \theta^*_{F=0} \) with reduced input dimension. By contrast, if we set the values of the features \( F \) to zero in the dataset and train again, we obtain an optimal model \( \theta^*_{F=\emptyset} \) with the same input dimension as \( \theta^* \). Fortunately, these two models are equivalent for a large class of learning models, including support vector machines and several neural networks as the following lemma shows.

**Lemma 1.** For learning models processing inputs \( x \) using linear transformations of the form \( \theta^T x \), we have \( \theta^*_{F=\emptyset} \equiv \theta^*_{F=0} \).

**Proof.** It is easy to see that it is irrelevant for the dot product \( \theta^T x \) whether a dimension of \( x \) is missing or equals zero in the linear transformation \( \sum_{k \in F} \theta[k] x[k] = \sum_{k} \theta[k] 1\{k \not\in F\} x[k] \).

As a result, the loss \( \ell(z, \theta) = \ell(\theta^T x, y, \theta) \) of both models is identical for every data point \( z \). Hence, \( L(\theta; D) \) is also equal for both models and thus the same objective is minimized during learning, resulting in equal model parameters.

Lemma 1 enables us to erase features from many learning models by first setting them to zero, calculating the parameter update, and then reducing the input dimension of the models accordingly.

Concretely, to revoke the features \( F \) from a learning model, we first locate all data points where these features are non-zero with \( Z = \{(x, y) \in D : x[f] \neq 0, f \in F\} \). Then, we construct corresponding perturbations so that the features are set to zero with our approach,

\[
\tilde{Z} = \{(x[f] = 0, y) : (x, y) \in Z, f \in F\}.
\]

Finally, we adapt the input dimension by removing the affected inputs of the learning models, such as the corresponding neurons in the input layer of a neural network.

## 4 UPDATE STEPS FOR UNLEARNING

Our approach rests on changing the influence of training data with a closed-form update of the model parameters. In the following, we derive two strategies for calculating this closed form: a first-order update and a second-order update. The first strategy builds on the gradient of the loss function and thus can be applied to any model with differentiable loss. The second strategy incorporates second-order derivatives which limits the application to loss functions with an invertible Hessian matrix.

### 4.1 First-Order Update

Recall that we aim to find an update \( \Delta(Z, \hat{Z}) \) that we can add to our model \( \theta^* \) for unlearning. If the loss \( \ell \) is differentiable, we can compute an optimal first-order update simply as follows

\[
\Delta(Z, \hat{Z}) = -\tau \left( \sum_{z \in Z} \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \sum_{z \in Z} \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(z, \theta^*) \right)
\]

(6)

where \( \tau \) is a small constant that we refer to as unlearning rate. A complete derivation of Equation (6) is given in Appendix A.2. Intuitively, this update shifts the model parameters in the direction from \( \sum_{z \in Z} \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(\hat{z}, \theta^*) \) to \( \sum_{z \in Z} \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(z, \theta^*) \) where the size of the update step is determined by the rate \( \tau \). This update strategy is related to the classic gradient descent update GD used in many learning algorithms and given by

\[
\text{GD}(\hat{Z}) = \tau \sum_{z \in Z} \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(z, \theta^*).
\]

However, it differs from this update step in that it moves the model to the difference in gradient between the original and perturbed data, which minimizes the loss on \( \hat{z} \) and at the same time removes the information contained in \( z \).

The first-order update is a simple and yet effective strategy: Gradients of \( \ell \) can be computed in \( O(p) \) [53] and modern autodifferentiation frameworks like TensorFlow [1] and PyTorch [52] offer easy gradient computations for the practitioner. The update step, however, involves a parameter \( \tau \) that controls the impact of the unlearning step. To ensure that data has been completely replaced, it is thus necessary to calibrate this parameter using a measure for the success of unlearning. In Section 6, for instance, we show how the exposure metric proposed by Carlini et al. [15] can be used for this calibration when removing unintended memorization from language models.

### 4.2 Second-Order Update

The calibration of the update step can be eliminated if we make further assumptions on the properties of the loss \( \ell \). If we assume that \( \ell \) is twice differentiable and strictly convex, the influence of a single data point can be approximated in closed form by

\[
\frac{\partial \ell_{\theta^*}}{\partial \epsilon(z, \hat{z})} \bigg|_{\epsilon=0} = -H_{\theta^*}^{-1} \left( \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla_{\hat{Z}} \ell(z, \theta^*) \right),
\]

where \( H_{\theta^*}^{-1} \) is the inverse Hessian of the loss at \( \theta^* \), that is, the inverse matrix of the second-order partial derivatives [see 20]. We
can now perform a linear approximation for \( \theta_{z \rightarrow z'} \) to obtain
\[
\theta_{z \rightarrow z'}^* \approx \theta^* - H_{\theta^*}^{-1} \left( \nabla_{\theta^*} L(z, \theta^*) \right).
\]
(7)
Since all operations are linear, we can easily extend Equation (7) to account for multiple data points and derive the following second-order update:
\[
\Delta(Z, \tilde{Z}) = -H_{\theta^*}^{-1} \left( \sum_{z \in \tilde{Z}} \nabla_{\theta^*} L(z, \theta^*) - \sum_{z \in Z} \nabla_{\theta^*} L(z, \theta^*) \right).
\]
(8)
A full derivation of this update step is provided in Appendix A.2. Note that the update does not require a parameter calibration, since the parameter weighting of the changes is directly derived from the inverse Hessian of the loss function.

The second-order update is the preferred strategy for unlearning on models with a strongly convex and twice differentiable loss function that guarantee the existence of \( H_{\theta^*}^{-1} \). Technically, the update step in Equation (8) can be easily calculated with common machine-learning frameworks. In contrast to the first-order update, however, this computation involves the inverse Hessian matrix, which can be difficult to construct for neural networks.

**Efficiently calculating the inverse Hessian.** Given a model \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^p \) with \( p \) parameters, forming and inverting the Hessian requires \( O(np^2 + p^3) \) time and \( O(p^3) \) space [43]. For models with a small number of parameters, the matrix can be pre-computed and explicitly stored, such that each subsequent request for unlearning only involves a simple matrix-vector multiplication. For example, in Section 6.1, we show that unlearning features from a logistic regression model with about 2,000 parameters can be realized with this approach in a few milliseconds.

For complex learning models, such as deep neural networks, the Hessian matrix quickly becomes too large for explicit storage. Still, we can approximate the inverse Hessian using techniques proposed by Koh & Liang [43]. The explicit derivation and an algorithm for implementation is presented in Appendix A.3. While this approximation weakens the theoretical guarantees of our approach, it still enables successfully unlearning data from large learning models. In Section 6.2 we demonstrate that this strategy can be used to calculate second-order updates for a recurrent neural network with 3.3 million parameters in less than 30 seconds.

5 **CERTIFIED UNLEARNING**

Machine unlearning is a delicate task, as it aims at reliably removing privacy issues and sensitive data from learning models. This task should ideally build on theoretical guarantees to enable certified unlearning, where the corrected model is stochastically indistinguishable from one created by retraining. In the following, we derive conditions under which the updates of our approach introduced in Section 4.2 provide certified unlearning. To this end, we build on the concepts of differential privacy [26] and certified data removal [36], and adapt them to the unlearning task.

For a training dataset \( D \), let \( \mathcal{A} \) be a learning algorithm that outputs a model \( \theta \in \Theta \) after training on \( D \), that is, \( \mathcal{A} : D \rightarrow \Theta \). Randomness in \( \mathcal{A} \) induces a probability distribution over the output models in \( \Theta \). Moreover, we consider an unlearning method \( \mathcal{U} \) that maps a model \( \theta \) to a corrected model \( \theta_{\mathcal{U}} = \mathcal{U}(\theta, D, D') \) where \( D' \) denotes the dataset containing the perturbations \( \tilde{Z} \) required for the unlearning task. To measure the difference between a model trained on \( D' \) and one obtained by \( \mathcal{U} \) we introduce the concept of \( \epsilon \)-certified unlearning as follows.

**Definition 1.** Given some \( \epsilon > 0 \) and a learning algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \), an unlearning method \( \mathcal{U} \) is \( \epsilon \)-certified if
\[
e^{-\epsilon} \leq \frac{P(\mathcal{U}(\mathcal{A}(D), D, D') \in T)}{P(\mathcal{A}(D') \in T)} \leq e^\epsilon
\]
holds for all \( T \subset \Theta, D, \text{ and } D' \).

This definition ensures that the probability to obtain a model using the unlearning method \( \mathcal{U} \) and training a new model on \( D' \) from scratch deviates at most by \( \epsilon \). Following the work of Guo et al. [36], we introduce \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-certified unlearning, a relaxed version of \( \epsilon \)-certified unlearning, defined as follows.

**Definition 2.** Under the assumptions of Definition 1, an unlearning method \( \mathcal{U} \) is \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-certified if
\[
P(\mathcal{U}(\mathcal{A}(D), D, D') \in T) \leq e^{\epsilon} P(\mathcal{A}(D') \in T) + \delta
\]
and
\[
P(\mathcal{A}(D') \in T) \leq e^{\epsilon} P(\mathcal{U}(\mathcal{A}(D), D, D') \in T) + \delta
\]
hold for all \( T \subset \Theta, D, \text{ and } D' \).

This definition allows the unlearning method \( \mathcal{U} \) to slightly violate the conditions from Definition 1 by a constant \( \delta \). Using these definitions, it becomes possible to derive practical conditions under which our approach realizes certified unlearning.

5.1 **Certified Unlearning of Features and Labels**

Using the concept of certified unlearning, we can construct and analyze theoretical guarantees of our approach when removing features and labels. To ease this analysis, we make two basic assumptions on the employed learning algorithm: First, we assume that the loss function \( \ell \) is twice differentiable and strictly convex such that \( H^{-1} \) always exists. Second, we consider \( L_2 \) regularization in optimization problem (1), that is, \( \Omega(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} \| \theta \|^2 \) which ensures that the loss function is strongly convex. Both assumptions are satisfied by a wide range of learning models, including logistic regression and support vector machines.

A helpful tool for analyzing the task of unlearning is the gradient residual \( \nabla L(\theta; D') \) for a given model \( \theta \) and a corrected dataset \( D' \). For strongly convex loss functions, the gradient residual is zero if and only if \( \theta \) equals \( \mathcal{A}(D') \) since in this case the optimum is unique. Therefore, the norm of the gradient residual \( \| \nabla L(\theta; D') \|_2 \) reflects the distance of a model \( \theta \) from one obtained by retraining on the corrected dataset \( D' \). We differentiate between the gradient residual of the plain loss \( L \) and an adapted loss \( L_b \) where a random vector \( b \) is added. The gradient residual \( r \) of \( L_b \) is given by
\[
r = \nabla L_b(\theta; D') = \sum_{z \in D'} \nabla \ell(z, \theta) + \lambda \theta + b
\]
and differs from the gradient residual of \( L \) only by the added vector \( b \). This allows us to adapt the underlying distribution of \( b \) to achieve certified unlearning, similar to sensitivity methods [28]. The corresponding proofs are given in Appendix A.4.
Theorem 1. Assume that $\|x_i\|_2 \leq 1$ for all data-points and the loss $\nabla t(z, \theta)$ is $\gamma_z$-Lipschitz with respect to $z$ at $\theta^*$ and $\gamma$-Lipschitz with respect to $\theta$. Further let the perturbations change the feature dimensions $j$, $j+F$ by magnitudes at most $m_j$, $m_{j+F}$. If $M = \sum_{j=1}^F m_j$ the following upper bounds hold:

1. For the first-order update of our approach, we have
   \[ \| \nabla L(\theta_z^*, Z ; D') \|_2 \leq (1 + \gamma n) \gamma_z M |Z| \]

2. If $\nabla^2 t(z, \theta)$ is $\gamma''_z$-Lipschitz with respect to $\theta$, we have
   \[ \| \nabla L(\theta_z^*, Z ; D') \|_2 \leq \frac{\gamma''_z}{\lambda^2} M^2 |Z|^2 \]
   for the second-order update of our approach.

In order to obtain a small gradient residual norm for the first-order update, the unlearning rate should be small, ideally in the order of $1/n$. Since $\|x_i\|_2 \leq 1$ we also have $m_j \ll 1$ if $d$ is large and thus $M$ acts as an additional damping factor for both updates when changing or re-activating features.

Theorem 1 enables us to quantify the difference between unlearning and retraining from scratch. Concretely, if $\mathcal{A}(D')$ is an exact minimizer of $L_\theta$ on $D'$ with density $f_\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{U}(\mathcal{A}(D), D', D')$ an approximated minimum obtained through unlearning with density $f_U$, then Guo et al. [36] show that the max-divergence between $f_\mathcal{A}$ and $f_U$ for the model $\theta$ produced by $\mathcal{U}$ can be bounded using the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Guo et al. [36]). Let $\mathcal{U}$ be an unlearning method with a gradient residual $r$ with $\|r\|_2 \leq \epsilon'$. If the vector $b$ is drawn from a probability distribution with density $p$ satisfying that for any $b_1, b_2 \in \mathbb{R}^d$ there exists an $\epsilon > 0$ such that $\|b_1 - b_2\| \leq \epsilon'$ implies $e^{-\epsilon} \leq \frac{p(b_2)}{p(b_1)} \leq e^\epsilon$ then

\[ e^{-\epsilon} \leq \frac{f_U(\theta)}{f_\mathcal{A}(\theta)} \leq e^\epsilon \]

for any $\theta$ produced by the unlearning method $\mathcal{U}$.

Theorem 2 equips us with a way to prove the certified unlearning property from Definition 1. Using the gradient residual bounds derived in Theorem 1, we can now adjust the density function underlying the vector $b$ so that Theorem 2 holds for both update steps of our unlearning approach.

Theorem 3. Let $\mathcal{B}$ be the learning algorithm that returns the unique minimum of $L_\theta(\theta; D')$ and let $\mathcal{U}$ be an unlearning method that produces a model $\theta_\mathcal{U}$. If $\| \nabla L(\theta_\mathcal{U} ; D') \|_2 \leq \epsilon'$ for some $\epsilon' > 0$ we have the following guarantees:

1. If $b$ is drawn from a distribution with density $p(b) = e^{\frac{-\epsilon}{\epsilon'}} \|b\|$; then the method $\mathcal{U}$ performs $\epsilon$-certified unlearning for $\mathcal{A}$.
2. If $p \sim \mathcal{N}(0, ce^2/\epsilon^2)^d$ for some $c > 0$ then the method $\mathcal{U}$ performs $(\epsilon, \delta)$-certified unlearning for $\mathcal{A}$ with $\delta = 1.5e^{-\epsilon^2/\lambda^2}$.

Theorem 3 finally allows us to establish certified unlearning of features and labels in practice: Given a learning model with a bounded gradient residual norm and a privacy budget $(\epsilon, \delta)$ we can calibrate the distribution of $b$ to obtain certified unlearning.

5.2 Relation to Differential Privacy

Our definition of certified unlearning shares interesting similarities with the concept of differential privacy [26] that we highlight in the following. First, let us recall the definition of differential privacy for a learning algorithm $\mathcal{A}$:

Definition 3. Given some $\epsilon > 0$, a learning algorithm $\mathcal{A}$ is said to be $\epsilon$-differentially private ($\epsilon$-DP) if

\[ e^{-\epsilon} \leq \frac{P(\mathcal{A}(D) \in T)}{P(\mathcal{A}(D') \in T)} \leq e^\epsilon \]

holds for all $T \subset \Theta$ and datasets $D, D'$ that differ in one sample.$^1$

By this definition, differential privacy is a sufficient condition for certified unlearning. We obtain the same bound by simply setting the unlearning method $\mathcal{U}$ to the identity function in Definition 1. That is, if we cannot distinguish whether $\mathcal{U}$ was trained with a point $z$ or its modification $z_\Delta$, we do not need to worry about unlearning $z$ later. This result is also obtained by Theorem 1 when we set the unlearning rate $\gamma$ to zero and therefore no model updates are performed during unlearning.

A large body of research has been concerned with obtaining differential private algorithms for the adapted loss $L_\phi$ [2, 17, 18, 58]. For example, Chaudhuri et al. [18] demonstrate that we can sample $b \sim e^{-a\|b\|}$ for linear models and arrive at an $\epsilon$-DP optimization for a specific definition of $\epsilon$. Similarly, Abadi et al. [2] find that $T$ stochastic gradient-descent steps using a fraction $q$ of the data result in an $O(qe \sqrt{\ell T}, \ell)$-DP optimization if $b$ is sampled from a specific Gaussian distribution. While these algorithms enable learning with privacy guarantees, they build on Definition 3 and hence cannot account for the more nuanced changes induced by an unlearning method as defined in Definition 1.

Consequently, certified unlearning can be obtained through DP, yet the resulting classification performance may suffer when enforcing strong privacy guarantees [see 2, 18]. In Section 6, we demonstrate that the models obtained using our update strategies are much closer to $\mathcal{A}(D')$ in terms of performance compared to DP alone. In this light, certified unlearning can be seen as a compromise between the high privacy guarantees of DP and the optimal performance achievable through re-training from scratch.

5.3 Multiple Unlearning Steps

So far, we have considered unlearning as a one-shot strategy. That is, all changes are incorporated in $\tilde{Z}$ before performing an update. However, Theorem 1 shows that the error of the updates rises linearly with the number of affected points and the size of the total perturbation. Instead of performing a single update, it thus becomes possible to split $\tilde{Z}$ into $T$ subsets and conduct $T$ consecutive updates. In terms of run-time it is easy to see that the total number of gradient computations remains the same for the first-order update. For the second-order strategy, however, multiple updates require calculating the inverse Hessian for each intermediate step, which increases the computational effort. An empirical comparison of our approach with multiple update steps is presented in Appendix A.5.4.

$^1$Here we define "differ in one sample" so that $|D| = |D'|$ and one sample has been replaced. This is denoted as "bounded differential privacy" in literature [22, 41].
In terms of unlearning certifications, we can extend Theorem 1 and show that the gradient residual bound after $T$ update steps remains smaller than $\mathcal{T}C$, where $C$ is the bound of a single step. If $\theta_t$ is the $t$-th solution obtained by our updates with gradient residual $r_t$, then $\theta_t$ is an exact solution of the loss function $L_b(\theta, D^t) - r_t^\top \theta$ by construction. This allows applying Theorem 1 to each $\theta_t$ and obtain the bound $\mathcal{T}C$ by the triangle inequality. Therefore, the gradient residual bound rises linearly in the number of applications of $\mathcal{U}$. This result is in line with the composition theorem of differential privacy research [27, 29, 30] which states that applying an $\epsilon$-DP algorithm $n$ times results in a $n\epsilon$-DP algorithm.

6 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

We proceed with an empirical analysis of our approach and its capabilities. For this analysis, we examine the efficacy of unlearning in practical scenarios and compare our method to other strategies for removing data from learning models, such as sharding, retraining and fine-tuning. As part of these experiments, we employ models with convex and non-convex loss functions to understand how this property affects the success of unlearning.

Unlearning scenarios. Our empirical analysis is based on the following three scenarios in which sensitive and personal information need to be removed from learning models.

Scenario 1: Sensitive features. Our first scenario deals with linear models for classification in different applications. If these models are constructed from personal data, such as emails or health measurements, they can accidentally capture private information. For example, when bag-of-words features are extracted from text, the model may contain names, postal zip codes and other sensitive words. We thus investigate how our approach can unlearn such features in retrospect (see Section 6.1).

Scenario 2: Unintended memorization. In the second scenario, we consider the problem of unintended memorization [15]. Language models based on recurrent neural networks are a powerful tool for completing and generating text. However, these models also memorize rare but sensitive data, such as credit card numbers or private messages. This memorization poses a privacy problem: Through specifically crafted input sequences, an attacker can extract this data from the models during text completion [15, 16]. We apply unlearning of features and labels to remove identified leaks from language models (see Section 6.2).

Scenario 3: Data poisoning. For the third scenario, we focus on poisoning attacks in computer vision. Here, an adversary aims at misleading an object recognition task by flipping a few labels of the training data. The label flips significantly reduce the performance of the employed convolutional neural network and sabotage its successful application. We use unlearning as a strategy to correct this defect and restore the original performance without costly retraining (see Section 6.3).

Performance measures. Unlike other tasks in machine learning, the performance of unlearning does not depend on a single numerical quantity. For example, one method may fail to completely remove private data, while another may succeed but at the same time degrade the prediction performance. We identify three aspects that contribute to effective unlearning and thus consider three performance measures for our empirical analysis.

Efficacy of unlearning. The most important factor for successful unlearning is the removal of data. While certified unlearning ensures this removal, we cannot provide similar guarantees for models with non-convex loss functions. As a result, we need to employ measures that quantitatively assess the efficacy of unlearning. For example, we use the exposure metric [15] to measure the memorization of specific sequences in language models after unlearning.

Fidelity of unlearning. The second factor contributing to the success of unlearning is the performance of the corrected model, which we denote as fidelity. An unlearning method is of practical use only if it keeps the performance as close as possible to the original model. Hence, we consider the fidelity of the corrected model as the second performance measure. In our experiments, we use the loss and accuracy of the original and corrected model on a hold-out set to determine this fidelity.

Efficiency of unlearning. If the training data used to generate a model is still available, a simple unlearning strategy is retraining from scratch. This strategy, however, involves significant runtime and storage costs. Therefore, we consider the efficiency of unlearning as the third factor. In our experiments, we measure the runtime and the number of gradient calculations for each unlearning method on the datasets of the three scenarios.

Baseline methods. To compare our approach with prior work on machine unlearning, we employ different baseline methods as reference for examining the efficacy, fidelity, and efficiency of our approach. In particular, we consider retraining, fine-tuning, differential privacy and sharding (SISA) as baselines.

Retraining. As the first baseline, we employ retraining from scratch. This basic method is applicable if the original training data is available and guarantees a proper removal of data. However, the approach is costly and serves as general upper bound for the runtime of any unlearning method.

Differential privacy (DP). As a second baseline, we consider a differentially private learning model. As discussed in Section 5.2, the presence of the noise term $\nu$ in our model $\theta^*$ induces a differential-privacy guarantee which is sufficient for certified unlearning. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of $\theta^*$ without any following unlearning steps.

Fine-tuning. Instead of retraining, this baseline continues to train a model using corrected data. We implement fine-tuning by performing stochastic gradient descent over the training data for one epoch. This naive unlearning strategy serves as a middle ground between costly retraining and specialized methods, such as SISA.

SISA (Sharding). As the fourth baseline, we consider the unlearning method SISA proposed by Bourtoule et al. [10]. The method splits the training data in shards and trains submodels for each shard separately. The final classification is obtained by a majority vote over these submodels. Unlearning is conducted by retraining those shards that contain data to be removed. In our evaluation, we simply retrain all shards that contain features or labels to unlearn.
6.1 Unlearning Sensitive Features

In our first unlearning scenario, we revoke sensitive features from linear learning models trained on different real-world datasets. In particular, we employ datasets for spam filtering [49], Android malware detection [5], diabetes forecasting [24] and prediction of income based on census data [23]. An overview of the datasets and their statistics is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Datasets for unlearning sensitive features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spam</th>
<th>Malware</th>
<th>Adult</th>
<th>Diabetis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data points</td>
<td>33,716</td>
<td>49,226</td>
<td>48,842</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>4,902</td>
<td>2,081</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We divide the datasets into a training and test partition with a ratio of 80% and 20%, respectively. To create a feature space for learning, we use the available numerical features of the Adult and Diabetes dataset and extract bag-of-words features from the samples in the Spam and Malware datasets. Finally, we train logistic regression models for all datasets and use them to evaluate the capabilities of the different unlearning methods.

Sensitive features. For each dataset, we define a set of sensitive features for unlearning. As no privacy leaks are known for the four datasets, we focus on features that potentially cause privacy issues. For the Spam dataset, we remove 100 features associated with personal names from the learning model, such as first and last names contained in emails. For the Adult dataset, we change the marital status, sex, and race of 100 randomly selected individuals to simulate the removal of discriminatory bias. For the Malware dataset, we remove 100 URLs from the classifier, and for the Diabetes dataset, we adjust the age, body mass index, and sex of 100 individuals to imitate potential unlearning requests. To avoid a sampling bias, we randomly draw 100 combinations of these unlearning changes for all of the four datasets.

Unlearning task. Based on the definition of sensitive features, we then apply the different unlearning methods to the respective learning models. Technically, our approach benefits from the convex loss function of the logistic regression, which allows us to apply certified unlearning as presented in Section 5. Specifically, it is easy to see that Theorem 3 holds since the gradients of the logistic regression loss are bounded and are thus Lipschitz-continuous.

Efficacy evaluation. Our approach and the DP baseline need to be calibrated to provide certified unlearning with minimal perturbations. To this end, we consider a privacy budget $(\epsilon, \delta)$ that must not be exceeded and thus determines a bound for the gradient residual norm. Concretely, for given parameters $(\epsilon, \delta)$ and a perturbation vector $b$ that has been sampled from a Gaussian normal distribution with variance $\sigma$, the gradient residual must be smaller than

$$\beta = \frac{\sigma \epsilon}{c}, \quad \text{where } c = \sqrt{2 \log(1.5/\delta)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

If $\sigma$ becomes too large the performance of the classifier might suffer. Consequently, we first evaluate the effect of $\sigma$ and $\lambda$ on the performance of our classifier to be able to evaluate the empirical gradient residual norms. Table 2 shows the performance of the Spam model for varying parameters of $\sigma$ and $\lambda$. The corresponding results for the other datasets can be found in Appendix A.5.1. As expected, a large variance $\sigma$ impacts the classification performance and can make the model unusable in practice whereas the effect of the regularization $\lambda$ is small.

Table 2: Accuracy of the Spam for varying parameters $\sigma$ and $\lambda$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution of the gradient residual norm after unlearning is presented in Figure 3 for the different unlearning approaches. We can observe that the second-order update achieves much smaller gradient residuals with small variance, while the other strategies produce higher residuals. This trend holds in general even if the number of affected features is increased or reduced. Since retraining always produces gradient residuals of zero, the second-order approach is best suited for unlearning in this scenario. Moreover, due to the certified unlearning setup, the first-order and second-order approaches will also allow for the smallest privacy budget $\epsilon$ and thus give a stronger guarantee that the sensitive features have been revoked from the four learning models.

What do the results above mean for a practical example? Recall that according to Equation (9), we have to sample $b$ from a normal distribution with variance $\sigma = \beta \epsilon / \epsilon$. In the following, let us fix $\epsilon = 0.1$ and $\delta = 0.02$ as a desirable privacy budget, which yields $c = 2.9$. For the Spam dataset, we obtain a gradient residual in the order of 0.01 when removing a single feature and in the order of 0.1 when removing 100 features. Consequently, we need $\sigma = 0.29$ and $\lambda = 2.9$, respectively, which still gives good classification performance according to Table 2. In contrast, the gradient residual norm of the plain DP model is in the order of 10, which requires $\sigma = 290$, a value that gives a classification performance of 50% and makes the model unusable in practice.
works well on the Adult and Diabetis dataset, it suffers from the
ware dataset leads to a slight drop in performance for all methods,
also the first-order update yields good results on all of the four
datasets, when removing or changing random combinations of features. For
large number of affected instances in the Spam and Malware dataset,
resulting in a notable drop in fidelity. This result underlines the need
for unlearning approaches operating on the level of features and
labels rather than data instances only.

Fidelity evaluation. To evaluate the fidelity, we use the approach
of Koh et al. [43, 44] and compare the loss on the test data af-
after unlearning. Figure 4 shows the difference in test loss between
retraining and the different unlearning methods. Again, the second-
order method approximates the retraining very well. By contrast,
the other methods cannot always adapt to the distribution shift and
lead to larger deviations of the fidelity.

In addition to the loss, we also evaluate the accuracy of the
different models after unlearning. Since the accuracy is less sensitive
to small model changes, we expand the sensitive features with the
200 most important features on the Spam and Malware dataset and
increase the number of selected individuals to 4,000 for the Adult
dataset and 200 for the Diabetis dataset. This ensures that changes
in the accuracy of the corrected models become visible. The results
of this experiment are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Average test accuracy of the corrected models (in %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Diabetis</th>
<th>Adult</th>
<th>Spam</th>
<th>Malware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original model</td>
<td>67.53 ± 0.0</td>
<td>84.68 ± 0.0</td>
<td>98.43 ± 0.0</td>
<td>97.75 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraining</td>
<td>69.48 ± 1.7</td>
<td>84.59 ± 0.0</td>
<td>97.82 ± 0.2</td>
<td>96.76 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. privacy</td>
<td>63.95 ± 2.3</td>
<td>81.40 ± 0.1</td>
<td>97.27 ± 0.6</td>
<td>93.05 ± 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISA (5 shards)</td>
<td>70.20 ± 0.7</td>
<td>82.20 ± 0.1</td>
<td>91.10 ± 3.3</td>
<td>60.10 ± 26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuning</td>
<td>63.95 ± 2.3</td>
<td>81.41 ± 0.1</td>
<td>97.28 ± 0.5</td>
<td>93.05 ± 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (1st)</td>
<td>64.17 ± 2.0</td>
<td>82.49 ± 0.0</td>
<td>97.27 ± 0.6</td>
<td>93.68 ± 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (2nd)</td>
<td>69.35 ± 1.7</td>
<td>83.60 ± 0.0</td>
<td>97.87 ± 0.2</td>
<td>96.74 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that the removal of features on the Spam and Mal-
ware dataset leads to a slight drop in performance for all methods,
while the changes in the Diabetis dataset even increase the accuracy.
The second-order update of our approach shows the best perfor-
ance of all unlearning methods and often is close to retraining.
Also the first-order update yields only the corrected points.

Efficiency evaluation. We finally evaluate the efficiency of the
different approaches. Table 4 shows the runtime on the Malware
dataset, where the results for the other datasets are shown in Ap-
pendix A.5.3. We omit measurements for the DP baseline, as it
does not involve an unlearning step. Due to the linear structure
of the learning model, the runtime of the other methods is very
low. In particular, the first-order update is significantly faster than
the other approaches, reaching a great speed-up over retraining.
This performance results from the underlying unlearning stra-

gy: While the other approaches operate on the entire dataset, the
first-order update considers only the corrected points.

For the second-order update, we find that roughly 90 % of runtime
and gradient computations is used for the inversion of the Hessian
matrix. In the case of the Malware dataset, this computation is still
faster than retraining the model. If the matrix is pre-computed and
reused for multiple unlearning requests, the second-order update

tends to a matrix-vector multiplication and yields a great speed-
up at the cost of approximation accuracy.

Table 4: Average runtime when removing 100 random combinations
of 100 features from the Malware classifier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unlearning methods</th>
<th>Gradients</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Speed-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retraining</td>
<td>1.2 × 10^7</td>
<td>6.82s</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. privacy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISA (5 shards)</td>
<td>2.5 × 10^6</td>
<td>1.51s</td>
<td>2×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuning</td>
<td>3.9 × 10^6</td>
<td>1.03s</td>
<td>6×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (1st)</td>
<td>1.5 × 10^4</td>
<td>0.02s</td>
<td>90×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (2nd)</td>
<td>9.4 × 10^4</td>
<td>0.63s</td>
<td>4×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Unlearning Unintended Memorization

In the second scenario, we focus on removing unintended mem-
oration from language models. Carlini et al. [15] show that these
models can memorize rare inputs in the training data and exactly
reproduce them during application. If this data contains private in-
formation like credit card numbers or telephone numbers, this may
become a severe privacy issue [16, 63]. In the following, we use our
approach to tackle this problem and demonstrate that unlearning
is also possible with non-convex loss functions.

Canary insertion. We conduct our experiments using the novel
Alice in Wonderland as training set and train an LSTM network on
the character level to generate text [48]. Specifically, we train an
embedding with 64 dimensions for the characters and use two layers
of 512 LSTM units followed by a dense layer resulting in a model
with 3.3 million parameters. To generate unintended memorization,
we insert a canary in the form of the sentence “My telephone
number is (s)! said Alice” into the training data, where “(s)” is
a sequence of digits of varying length [15]. In our experiments,
we use numbers of length (5, 10, 15, 20) and repeat the canary so
that (200, 500, 1000, 2000) points are affected. After optimizing the
categorical cross-entropy loss of the model, we find that the inserted
telephone numbers are the most likely prediction when we ask
the language model to complete the canary sentence, indicating
exploitable memorization.
Exposure metric. In contrast to the previous scenario, the loss of the generative language model is non-convex and thus certified learning is not applicable. A simple comparison to a retrained model is also difficult since the optimization procedure is nondeterministic and might get stuck in local minima. Consequently, we require an additional measure to assess the efficacy of unlearning in this experiment and ensure that the inserted telephone numbers have been effectively removed. To this end, we employ the exposure metric introduced by Carlini et al. [15]

\[
\text{exposure}_\theta(s) = \log_2 |Q| - \log_2 \text{rank}_\theta(s),
\]

where \(s\) is a sequence and \(Q\) is the set containing all sequences of identical length given a fixed alphabet. The function \(\text{rank}_\theta(s)\) returns the rank of \(s\) with respect to the model \(\theta\) and all other sequences in \(Q\). The rank is calculated using the log-perplexity of the sequence \(s\) and states how many other sequences are more likely, i.e., have a lower log-perplexity.

As an example, Figure 5 shows the perplexity distribution of our model where a telephone number of length 15 has been inserted during training. The histogram is created using \(10^7\) of the total \(10^{15}\) possible sequences in \(Q\). The perplexity of the inserted number differs significantly from all other number combinations in \(Q\) (dashed line to the left), indicating that it has been memorized by the underlying language model. After unlearning with different replacements, the number moves close to the main body of the distribution (dashed lines to the right).

The exact computation of the exposure metric is expensive, as it requires operating over the set \(Q\). Fortunately, we can use the approximation proposed by Carlini et al. [15] that determines the exposure of a given perplexity value using the cumulative distribution function of the fit skewnorm density.

Unlearning task. To unlearn the memorized sequences, we replace each digit of the telephone number in the data with a different character, such as a random or constant value. Empirically, we find that using text substitutions from the training corpus works best for this task. The model has already captured these character dependencies, resulting in small updates of the model parameters. However, due to the training of generative language models, the update is more involved than in the previous scenario. The model is trained to predict a character from preceding characters. Thus, replacing a text means changing both the features (preceding characters) and the labels (target characters). Therefore, we combine both changes in a single set of perturbations in this setting.

Efficacy evaluation. First, we check whether the memorized numbers have been successfully unlearned from the language model. An important result of the study by Carlini et al. [15] is that the exposure is associated with an extraction attack: For a set \(Q\) with \(r\) elements, a sequence with an exposure smaller than \(r\) cannot be extracted. For unlearning, we test three different replacement sequences for each telephone number and use the best for our evaluation. Table 5 shows the results of this experiment.

Table 5: Exposure metric of the canary sequence for different lengths. Lower exposure values make extraction harder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number length</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original model</td>
<td>42.6 ± 18.9</td>
<td>69.1 ± 26.0</td>
<td>109.1 ± 16.1</td>
<td>99.5 ± 52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraining</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuning</td>
<td>38.6 ± 20.7</td>
<td>31.4 ± 43.8</td>
<td>49.5 ± 49.1</td>
<td>57.3 ± 72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISA (n shards)</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (1st)</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (2nd)</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that our first-order and second-order updates yield exposure values close to zero, rendering an extraction impossible. In contrast, fine-tuning leaves a large exposure in the model, making an extraction likely. On closer inspection, we find that the performance of fine-tuning depends on the order of the training data, resulting in a high deviation in the experimental runs. This problem cannot be easily mitigated by learning over further epochs and thus highlights the need for dedicated unlearning techniques.

We also observe that the replacement string plays a role for the unlearning of language models. In Figure 5, we report the log-perplexity of the canary for three different replacement strings after unlearning. Each replacement shifts the canary far to the right and turns it into a very unlikely prediction with exposure values ranging from 0.01 to 0.3. While we use the replacement with the lowest exposure in our experiments, the other substitution sequences would also impede a successful extraction.

It remains to show what the model actually predicts after unlearning when given the canary sequence. Table 6 shows different completions of the canary sentence after unlearning with our second-order update and replacement strings of different lengths. We find that the predicted string is not equal to the replacement, that is, our unlearning method does not push the model into a configuration overfitting on the replacement. In addition, we note that the sentences do not seem random, follow the structure of English language and reflect the wording of the novel. Both observations indicate that the parameters of the language model are indeed corrected and not just overwritten with other values.

---

2Strictly speaking, each replacement induces its own perplexity distribution for the updated parameter but we find the difference to be marginal and thus place all values in the same histogram for the sake of clarity.
Second Order Fine-tuning SISA

The second-order method still yields a speed-up factor and provides a speed-up of three orders of magnitude in relation to the first-order method. However, the accuracy of the corrected model decreases as the number of changed points becomes larger. Here, the second-order method is better able to handle larger changes because the Hessian contains information about unchanged samples. The first-order approach focuses only on the samples to be fixed and thus increasingly reduces the accuracy of the corrected model. Finally, we observe that SISA is unsuited for unlearning in this scenario. The method contains information about unchanged samples. The first-order approach uses an ensemble of submodels trained on different shards. Each submodel produces an own sequence of text and thus combining them with majority voting often leads to inaccurate predictions.

Fidelity evaluation. To evaluate the fidelity in the second scenario, we examine the accuracy of the corrected models as shown in Figure 6. For small sets of affected points, our approach remains on par with retraining. No statistically significant difference can be observed, also when comparing sentences produced by the models. However, the accuracy of the corrected model decreases as the number of changed points becomes larger. Here, the second-order method is better able to handle larger changes because the Hessian contains information about unchanged samples. The first-order approach focuses only on the samples to be fixed and thus increasingly reduces the accuracy of the corrected model. Finally, we observe that SISA is unsuited for unlearning in this scenarios. The method uses an ensemble of submodels trained on different shards. Each submodel produces an own sequence of text and thus combining them with majority voting often leads to inaccurate predictions.

Efficiency evaluation. We finally examine the efficiency of the different unlearning methods. At the time of writing, the CUDA library version 10.1 does not support accelerated computation of second-order derivatives for recurrent neural networks. Therefore, we report a CPU computation time (Intel Xeon Gold 6226) for the second-order update method of our approach, while the other methods are calculated using a GPU (GeForce RTX 2080 Ti). The runtime required for each approach are presented in Figure 6.

As expected, the time to retrain the model from scratch is extremely long, as the model and dataset are large. In comparison, one epoch of fine-tuning is faster but does not solve the unlearning task in terms of efficacy. The first-order method is the fastest approach and provides a speed-up of three orders of magnitude in relation to retraining. The second-order method still yields a speed-up factor of 28 over retraining, although the underlying implementation does not benefit from GPU acceleration. Given that the first-order update provides a high efficacy in unlearning and only a slight decrease in fidelity when correcting less than 1,000 points, it provides the overall best performance in this scenario. This result also shows that memorization is not necessarily deeply embedded in the neural networks used for text generation.

6.3 Unlearning Poisoning Samples

In the third scenario, we focus on repairing a poisoning attack in computer vision. To this end, we simulate label poisoning, where an adversary partially flips labels between classes in a dataset. While this attack does not impact the privacy of users, it creates a security threat without altering features, which is an interesting scenario for unlearning. For this experiment, we use the CIFAR10 dataset and train a convolutional neural network with 1.8M parameters comprised of three VGG blocks and two dense layers. The network reaches a reasonable performance without poisoning. Under attack, however, it suffers from a drop in accuracy when the respective classes are analyzed (10% on average). Further details about the experimental setup as well as experimental results with larger models are provided in Appendix A.6.

Poisoning attack. For poisoning labels, we determine pairs of classes and flip a fraction of their labels to their respective counterpart, for instance, from “cat” to “truck” and vice versa. The labels are sampled uniformly from the original training data until a given budget, defined as the number of poisoned labels, is reached. This attack strategy is more effective than inserting random labels and provides a performance degradation similar to other label-flip attacks [43, 62]. We evaluate the attack with different poisoning budgets and multiple seeds for sampling.

Unlearning task. We apply the selected unlearning methods to correct the poisoning attack over five experimental runs with different seeds for the sample of flipped labels. We report averaged values in Figure 7 for different poisoning budgets, where the dashed lines represent the accuracy and training time of the clean reference model without poisoned labels.

In this scenario, up to 10,000 data instances are affected and need to be corrected. Changing all instances in one closed-form update is difficult due to memory constraints. Thus, we apply process the changes in uniformly sampled batches of 512 instances, as detailed in Section 5.3. Moreover, we treat the convolutional and pooling layers as feature extraction and update only the linear layers which are mainly responsible for a correct classification. Both modifications help us to ensure a stable convergence of the inverse Hessian approximation (see Appendix A.3) and to calculate the update on a moderately-sized GPU.

---

Table 6: Completions of the canary sentence of the corrected model for different replacement strings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Replacement</th>
<th>Canary Sentence Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>“taken”</td>
<td>“My telephone number is mad!” 'prizes! said the lory confuse …”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>“not there,”</td>
<td>“My telephone number is it,’ said alice. ‘that’s the beginning …”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>“under the mouse”</td>
<td>“My telephone number is the book!’ she thought to herself ‘the …”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>“the capital of paris”</td>
<td>“My telephone number is it all about a gryphon all the three of …”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Accuracy after unlearning unintended memorization. The dashed line corresponds to a model retrained from scratch.

Table 6: Completions of the canary sentence of the corrected model for different replacement strings.
Efficacy and fidelity evaluation. In this unlearning task, we do not seek to remove the influence of certain features from the training data but mitigate the effects of poisoned labels on the resulting model. This effect is manifested in a degraded performance for particular classes. Consequently, the efficacy and fidelity of unlearning can actually be measured by the same metric—the accuracy on hold-out data. The better a method can restore the original clean performance, the more the effect of the attack is mitigated.

If we inspect the accuracy in Figure 7, we note that none of the approaches is able to completely remove the effect of the poisoning attack. Still, the best results are obtained with the first-order and second-order update of our approach as well as fine-tuning, which come close to the original performance for 2,500 poisoned labels. SISA leaves the largest gap to the original performance and, in view of its runtime, is not a suitable solution for this unlearning task.

Furthermore, we observe a slight but continuous performance decline of our approach and fine-tuning when more labels are poisoned. A manipulation of 10,000 labels during training of the neural network cannot be sufficiently reverted by any of the methods. SISA is the only exception here. Although the method provides the lowest performance in this experiment, it is not affected by the number of poisoned labels, as all shards are simply retrained with the corrected labels.

![Figure 7: Accuracy on held-out data after unlearning poisoned labels. The dashed line corresponds to a model retrained from scratch.](image)

In addition, we present the results of a scalability experiment in Figure 8. To examine how the fidelity and efficiency change upon increased model sizes, we compare the model we used in previous experiments (1.8 × 10^6 parameters) against larger models with up to 11 × 10^6 parameters. For both the first-order and second-order method, the resulting accuracy remains roughly the same, whereas the runtime increases linearly with a very narrow slope. This indicates that our approach scales to larger models and that the linear runtime bounds of the underlying algorithm hold in practice [3].

Efficiency evaluation. Lastly, we evaluate the unlearning runtime of each approach to quantify its efficiency. The experiments are executed on the same hardware as the previous ones. In contrast to the language model, however, we are able to perform all calculations on the GPU which allows for a fair comparison. Figure 7 shows that the first-order update and fine-tuning are very efficient and can be computed in approximately ten seconds. The second-order update is slightly slower but still two orders of magnitude faster than retraining, whereas the sharding approach is the slowest. As expected, all shards are affected and therefore need to be retrained. Consequently, together with fine-tuning our first- and second-order updates provide the best strategy for unlearning in this scenario.

![Figure 8: Accuracy (left) and runtime (right) on held-out data after unlearning 5,000 poisoned labels for multiple model sizes. The dashed line corresponds to the accuracy of the models on clean data.](image)

7 LIMITATIONS

Although our approach successfully removes features and labels in different experiments, it obviously has limitations that need to be considered in practice and are discussed in the following.

Scalability of unlearning. As shown in our empirical analysis, the efficacy of unlearning decreases with the number of affected data points, features, and labels. While privacy leaks with hundreds of sensitive features and thousands of affected labels can be handled well with our approach, changing millions of data points in a single update likely exceeds its capabilities. If our approach allowed to correct changes of arbitrary size, it could be used as a “drop-in” replacement for all learning algorithms—which obviously is impossible. That is, our work does not violate the no-free-lunch theorem [61] and unlearning using closed-form updates complements but does not replace the variety of existing algorithms.

Nevertheless, our method offers a significant speed advantage over retraining and sharding in situations where a moderate number of data points (hundreds to thousands) need to be corrected. In this situation, it is an effective tool and countermeasure to mitigate privacy leaks when the entire training data is no longer available or retraining would not solve the problem fast enough.

Non-convex loss functions. Our approach can only guarantee certified unlearning for strongly convex loss functions that have Lipschitz-continuous gradients. While both update steps of our approach work well for neural networks with non-convex functions, as we demonstrate in the empirical evaluation, they require an additional measure to validate successful unlearning. Fortunately, such external measures are often available, as they typically provide the basis for characterizing data leakage prior to its removal. Similarly, we use the fidelity to measure how our approach corrects a poisoning attack. Moreover, the research field of Lipschitz-continuous
neural networks [31, 38, 60] provides promising models that may result in better unlearning guarantees in the near future.

**Unlearning requires detection.** Finally, we point out that our method requires knowledge of the data to be removed. Detecting privacy leaks in learning models is a hard problem outside of the scope of this work. The nature of privacy leaks depends on the considered data, learning models, and application. For example, the analysis of Carlini et al. [15, 16] focuses on sequential data in generative learning models and cannot be easily transferred to other learning models or image data. As a result, we limit this work to repairing leaks rather than finding them.

**8 CONCLUSION**

Instance-based unlearning is concerned with removing data points from a learning model after training—a task that becomes essential when users demand the “right to be forgotten” under privacy regulations such as the GDPR. However, privacy-sensitive information is often spread across multiple instances, impacting larger portions of the training data. Instance-based unlearning is limited in this setting, as it depends on a small number of affected data points. As a remedy, we propose a novel framework for unlearning features and labels based on the concept of influence functions. Our approach captures the changes to a learning model in a closed-form update, providing significant speed-ups over other approaches.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in a theoretical and empirical analysis. Based on the concept of differential privacy, we prove that our framework enables certified unlearning on models with a strongly convex loss function and evaluate the benefits of our unlearning strategy in empirical studies on spam classification and text generation. In particular, for generative language models, we are able to remove unintended memorization while preserving the functionality of the models.

We hope that this work fosters further research on machine unlearning and sharpens theoretical bounds on privacy in machine learning. To support this development, we make all our implementations and datasets publicly available at

https://github.com/alewarne/MachineUnlearning
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Stochastic Analysis of Sharding

To better understand the need for efficient closed-form updates on model parameters, we examine current sharding-based strategies and investigate the circumstances under which they reach their limits. Bouroule et al. [11] propose an unlearning method with the core idea to train separate models on distinct parts of training data. While the authors discuss limitations of their approach like performance degradation, we perform a stochastic analysis to find upper bounds for the number of affected samples at which retraining becomes as efficient as sharding.

In this context, we consider \( n \) data instances to unlearn which are uniformly distributed across \( s \) shards. Let \( p(n) \) denote the probability that all shards contain at least one of these samples which leads to the worst-case scenario of having to retrain all shards. Since calculating \( p(n) \) as stated above is difficult, we reformulate the task to solve an equivalent problem: We seek the probability \( \hat{p}_s(n) \) that at most \( k \) shards remain unaffected by any sample. We set \( k = s \) such that \( \hat{p}_s(n) \) indicates the probability that any combination of \( i \in \{1, \ldots, s\} \) shards are unaffected. If this probability is zero there are no unaffected shards. Hence, this corresponds to the inverse of our target probability \( p(n) = 1 - \hat{p}_s(n) \).

To calculate \( \hat{p}_s(n) \), we first determine the probability of exactly \( i \) shards to remain unaffected. In general, there are \( (s - i)^n \) combinations to distribute \( n \) samples on the dataset excluding \( i \) shards. Since there are \( \binom{s}{i} \) possible ways to select the \( i \) shards to be left out, the total number of combinations is given by \( \binom{s}{i}(s - i)^n \). However, we cannot simply sum these terms up for different values of \( i \) since the unaffected shards in the combinations partly overlap. To account for this, we apply the inclusion-exclusion principle and finally divide the adjusted term by the number of combinations including all shards:

\[
\hat{p}_s(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{s} (-1)^{i+1} \binom{s}{i} (s - i)^n \frac{1}{s^n}
\]

Figure 1 shows that \( p(n) \) quickly reaches one even for low numbers of affected samples. Since the probability only depends on the number of shards and samples to unlearn and not on the size of the dataset, we can conclude that sharding is inefficient when there are many unlearning requests. This essentially motivates our approach using closed-form updates on model parameters.

A.2 Deriving the Update Steps

In this additional section, we derive the first-order and second-order update strategies used in our approach. For a deeper theoretical discussion of the employed techniques, we recommend the reader the book of Boyd & Vandenberghe [12].

First-order update. To derive the first-order update, let us first recall the optimization problem for the corrected learning model:

\[
\theta^* = \text{argmin}_{\theta} L(\theta; D) + \epsilon \ell(z, \hat{\theta}) - \epsilon \ell(z, \theta)
\]

where \( L(\theta; D) \) is a combined loss function containing our update and the regularized loss \( L(\theta; D) \). If \( \epsilon \) is small and \( \ell \) is differentiable

```latex
\[
\theta^* = \frac{\text{argmin}_{\theta} L(\theta; D) + \epsilon \ell(z, \hat{\theta}) - \epsilon \ell(z, \theta)}{\text{argmin}_{\theta} L(\theta; D)}
\]
```
with respect to \( \theta \), we can approximate \( L_\epsilon (\theta; D) \) using a first-order Taylor series at \( \theta^* \)
\[
L_\epsilon (\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}; D) \approx L(\theta^*; D) + \epsilon (f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - f(z, \theta^*))
\]
\[
+ \Delta(Z, \hat{Z}) \left( \nabla \theta f(\theta^*; D) + \epsilon (\nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*)) \right).
\]

Since we additionally drop all terms in \( \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} \) at \( \epsilon = 0 \) and \( \epsilon > 0 \), we can continue to focus on the dot product of the equation for two vectors \( u, v \) the dot product can be written as \( u \cdot v = \|u\|\|v\|\cos(u,v) \) where \( \cos(u,v) \) is the cosine between the vectors \( u \) and \( v \). The minimal value of the cosine is \(-1\) which is achieved when \( u = v \), hence we have
\[
\Delta(Z, \hat{Z}) = - (\nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*)).
\]

This result indicates that \( \nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*) \) is the optimal direction to move starting from \( \theta^* \). The actual step size, however, is unknown and must be adjusted by a small constant \( r \) yielding the update step defined in Section 4.1: 
\[
\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z} = \theta^* - r(\nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*)).
\]

Due to the linearity of the gradient in this step, the gradient is equal when multiple points are utilized.

**Second-order update.** If we assume that the loss \( L(\theta; D) \) is twice differentiable and strictly convex, there exists an inverse Hessian matrix \( H_{\theta^*}^{-1} \) and we can proceed to approximate changes to the learning model using the technique of Cook & Weisberg [40]. In particular, we can determine the optimality conditions for Equation (10) directly by
\[
0 = \nabla L(\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}; D) + \epsilon \nabla f(\hat{z}, \theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}) - \epsilon \nabla f(z, \theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}).
\]

If \( \epsilon \) is sufficiently small, we can again approximate the conditions using a first-order Taylor series at \( \theta^* \). This approximation yields the solution:
\[
0 \approx \nabla L(\theta^*; D) + \epsilon \nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*)
\]
\[
+ (\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z} - \theta^*) \cdot \nabla^2 L(\theta^*, D)
\]
\[
+ \epsilon \nabla^2 f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \epsilon \nabla^2 f(z, \theta^*).
\]

Since we know that \( \nabla L(\theta^*; D) = 0 \) by the optimality of \( \theta^* \), we can rearrange this solution using the Hessian of the loss function, so that we get
\[
\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z} - \theta^* = -H_{\theta^*}^{-1}(\nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*))\epsilon,
\] (12)

where we additionally drop all terms in \( O(\epsilon) \). By expressing this solution in terms of the influence of \( \epsilon \) on the model, we can further simplify it and arrive at
\[
\frac{\partial \theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}}{\partial \epsilon} \bigg|_{\epsilon=0} = -H_{\theta^*}^{-1}(\nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*)).
\]

Finally, when using \( \epsilon = 1 \) in Equation (10), the data point \( z \) is replaced by \( \hat{z} \) completely. In this case, Equation (12) directly leads to the second-order update defined in Section 4.2
\[
\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z} = \theta^* - H_{\theta^*}^{-1}(\nabla \theta f(\hat{z}, \theta^*) - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*)).
\]

**A.3 Calculating Updates Efficiently**

To apply second-order updates in practice, we have to avoid storing the Hessian matrix \( H \) explicitly and still be able to compute \( H^{-1}v \). To this end, we rely on the scheme proposed by Agarwal et al. [3] to compute expressions of the inverse \( H^{-1}v \) that only requires to calculate \( Hv \) and avoids storing \( H^{-1} \). So called Hessian-Vector-Products (HVPs) allow us to calculate \( Hv \) efficiently by making use of the linearity of the gradient
\[
Hv = \nabla^2 L(\theta^*; D)v = \nabla \theta f(\theta^*; D)v.
\]

Denoting the first \( j \) terms of the Taylor expansion of \( H^{-1}v \) by \( H_j^{-1}v = \sum_{i=0}^{j-1} (I - H)^i v \), we can recursively define the approximation \( H_j^{-1}v = I + (I - H)H_{j-1}^{-1}v \). If \( |\lambda_i| < 1 \) for all eigenvalues \( \lambda_i \) of \( H \), we have \( H_j^{-1} \rightarrow H^{-1} \) for \( j \rightarrow \infty \). To ensure this convergence, we add a small damping term \( \lambda \) to the diagonal of \( H \) and scale down the loss function by some constant which does not change the optimal parameters \( \theta^* \). We can then formulate the following algorithm for computing an approximation of \( H^{-1}v \): Given data points \( z_1, \ldots, z_t \) sampled from \( D \), we define the iterative updates
\[
\tilde{H}_0^{-1}v = v,
\]
\[
\tilde{H}_j^{-1}v = v + (I - \nabla \theta f(z, \theta^*))H_{j-1}^{-1}v.
\]

In each update step, \( H \) is estimated using a single data point and we can use HVPs to evaluate \( \nabla^2 L(z, \theta^*)H_{j-1}^{-1}v \) efficiently in \( O(p) \) as demonstrated by Pearlmutter [53].

Averaging batches of data points further speeds up the approximation. Choosing \( t \) large enough so that the updates converge and averaging \( r \) runs to reduce the variance of the results, we obtain \( \tilde{H}_i^{-1}v \) as our final estimate of \( H^{-1}v \) in \( O(rtp) \) of time. The pseudocode in Algorithm 1 summarizes how efficiently compute the second-order updates of our approach for large learning models.

**A.4 Proofs for Certified Unlearning**

Let us consider the loss function of Logistic Regression defined by
\[
L(\theta; D) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \log(y_i) + (1 - y_i) \log(1 - y_i).
\]

We continue to present the proofs for certified unlearning of our approach and, in particular, the bounds of the gradient residual used in Section 5. First, let us recall Theorem 1 from Section 5.1.

**Theorem 1.** Assume that \( \|x_i\|_2 \leq 1 \) for all data-points and the loss \( \nabla f(\theta, \theta) \) is \( \gamma \)-Lipschitz with respect to \( \theta \) at \( \theta^* \) and \( \gamma'-\text{Lipschitz with respect to } \theta \). Further let the perturbations change the feature dimensions \( j, \ldots, j + F \) by magnitudes at most \( m_j, \ldots, m_{j+F} \). If \( M = \sum_{j=1}^{F} m_j \) the following upper bounds hold:

1. For the first-order update of our approach, we have
\[
\left\| \nabla L(\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}, D') \right\|_2 \leq (1 + ryn)\gamma \cdot M' |Z|
\]
2. If \( \nabla^2 f(\theta, \theta) \) is \( \gamma'' \)-Lipschitz with respect to \( \theta \), we have
\[
\left\| \nabla L(\theta^*_{\epsilon,z\rightarrow z}, D') \right\|_2 \leq \frac{\gamma'' M'^2 |Z|^2}{r^2}
\]
for the second-order update of our approach.
To prove this theorem, we begin by introducing a small lemma which is useful for investigating the gradient residual of the optimal learning model $\theta^*$ on a dataset $D'$.

**Lemma 2.** Given a radius $R > 0$ with $\|\delta_i\|_2 \leq R$, a gradient $\nabla \ell(z, \theta)$ that is $\gamma$-Lipschitz with respect to $z$, and a learning model $\theta^*$, we have

$$\|\nabla L(\theta^*, D')\|_2 \leq R \gamma_2 |Z|.$$ 

**Proof.** By definition, we have

$$\nabla L(\theta^*, D') = \sum_{z \in D'} \nabla \ell(z, \theta^*) + \lambda \theta^*.$$ 

We can now split the dataset $D'$ into the set of affected data points $\hat{Z}$ and the remaining data as follows

$$\nabla L(\theta^*, D') = \sum_{z \in \hat{Z}} \nabla \ell(z, \theta^*) + \sum_{z \in D' \setminus \hat{Z}} \nabla \ell(z, \theta^*) + \lambda \theta^*.$$ 

By applying a zero addition and leveraging the optimality of the model $\theta^*$ on our dataset $D$, we then express the gradient as follows

$$\nabla L(\theta^*, D') = 0 + \sum_{z_i \in \hat{Z}} \nabla \ell(z_i + \delta_i, \theta^*) - \nabla \ell(z_i, \theta^*).$$

Finally, using the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient $\nabla \ell$, we get

$$\|\nabla \ell(z_i + \delta_i, \theta^*) - \nabla \ell(z_i, \theta^*)\|_2 \leq \sum_{z_i \in \hat{Z}} \gamma_2 \|\delta_i\|_2 \leq M \gamma_2 |Z|.$$ 

\[\square\]

With the help of Lemma 2, we can proceed to prove the update bounds of Theorem 1. Our proof is structured in two parts, where we start with investigating the first case and then proceed with the second case of the theorem.

**Proof (Case 1).** For the first-order update, we recall that

$$\theta^*_{Z \to Z} = \theta^* - \eta G(Z, \hat{Z})$$

where $\eta \geq 0$ is the unlearning rate and we have

$$G(Z, \hat{Z}) = \sum_{z \in \hat{Z}} \nabla \ell(z + \delta_i, \theta) - \nabla \ell(z, \theta)$$

Consequently, we seek to bound the norm of

$$\nabla L(\theta^*_{Z \to Z}, D') = \nabla L(\theta^*, D') + \nabla^2 L(\theta^* + \eta(\theta^*_{Z \to Z} - \theta^*), D')(\theta^*_{Z \to Z} - \theta^*)$$

In the proof of Lemma 2 we show that $\nabla L(\theta^*, D') = G(Z, \hat{Z})$ and thus we get

$$\|\nabla L(\theta^*_{Z \to Z}, D')\|_2 = \|G(Z, \hat{Z}) - \eta H_{\delta \gamma} G(Z, \hat{Z})\|_2$$

Due to the $\gamma$-Lipschitz continuity of the gradient $\nabla \ell$, we have $\|H_{\delta \gamma}\|_2 \leq \eta \gamma$ and thus

$$\|G(Z, \hat{Z}) - \eta H_{\delta \gamma} G(Z, \hat{Z})\|_2 \leq \|(I - \eta H_{\delta \gamma}) G(Z, \hat{Z})\|_2 \leq \|I - \eta H_{\delta \gamma}\|_2 \|G(Z, \hat{Z})\|_2$$

which, with the help of Lemma 2, yields the final bound for the first-order update

$$\|\nabla L(\theta^*_{Z \to Z}, D')\|_2 \leq (1 + \gamma \eta \delta \gamma) M \gamma_2 |Z|.$$ 

\[\square\]

**Proof (Case 2).** For the second-order update, we recall that

$$\theta^*_{Z \to Z} = \theta^* - H_{\delta \gamma}^{-1} G(Z, \hat{Z}).$$

Similar to the proof for the first-order update, there exists some $\eta \in [0, 1]$ and a parameter $\theta^*_\eta = \theta^* - \eta H_{\delta \gamma} G(Z, \hat{Z})$ such that

$$\nabla L(\theta^*_{Z \to Z}, D') = \nabla L(\theta^*, D') + \nabla^2 L(\theta^* + \eta(\theta^*_{Z \to Z} - \theta^*), D')(\theta^*_{Z \to Z} - \theta^*)$$

Using again that $\nabla L(\theta^*, D') = G(Z, \hat{Z})$ we arrive at

$$\|\nabla L(\theta^*_{Z \to Z}, D')\|_2 = \|G(Z, \hat{Z}) - H_{\delta \gamma}^{-1} G(Z, \hat{Z})\|_2$$

The $\lambda$-strong convexity of $L$ ensures that $\|H_{\delta \gamma}^{-1}\|_2 \leq \frac{1}{\lambda}$. In addition to $\|G(Z, \hat{Z})\|_2 \leq M \gamma_2 |Z|$, it remains to bound the difference between

\[\square\]
Table 7: Performance of the logistic regression classifier for different parameters $\sigma$ and $\lambda$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spam</th>
<th>Diabetes</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Difference in test loss between retraining and unlearning when removing or changing random combinations of features. For perfect unlearning the results would lie on the identity line.

The Hessian. Using the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient $\nabla^2\ell$ for $z \in D'$, we first get

$$\|\nabla^2\ell(z, 0') - \nabla^2\ell(z, 0'_\eta)\|_2 \leq \gamma'\|0' - 0'_\eta\|_2 \leq \gamma'\|H_\theta^{-1}\|_2\|G(Z, \tilde{Z})\|_2$$

and then for the Hessians obtain

$$\|H_\theta - H_{\theta'_\eta}\|_2 = \sum_{z \in D'} \|\nabla^2\ell(z, 0') - \nabla^2\ell(z, 0'_\eta)\|_2 \leq \|G(Z, \tilde{Z})\|_2.$$

Combining all results finally yields the theoretical bound for the second-order update of our approach

$$\|\nabla L(\theta^{\sigma}_{z \rightarrow \tilde{z}'; D'})\|_2 \leq \|H_{\theta'} - H_{\theta'_\eta}\|_2\|H_{\theta'}^{-1}\|_2\|G(Z, \tilde{Z})\|_2 \leq \|Z\|\gamma'\|H_{\theta'}^{-1}\|_2\|G(Z, \tilde{Z})\|_2^2 \leq \frac{\sqrt{2}\gamma'\|M\|^2}{\lambda^2}||Z||^2.$$

Theorem 4. Let $\mathcal{A}$ be the learning algorithm that returns the unique minimum of $L_\lambda(\theta; D')$ and let $\mathcal{U}$ be an unlearning method that produces a model $\theta_{\mathcal{U}}$. If $\|\nabla L(\theta_{\mathcal{U}}; D')\|_2 \leq \varepsilon'$ for some $\varepsilon' > 0$ we have the following guarantees.

1. If $b$ is drawn from a distribution with density $p(b) = e^{-\frac{b^2}{2}}\|b\|$, then the method $\mathcal{U}$ performs $\varepsilon$-certified unlearning for $\mathcal{A}$.
2. If $b \sim N(0, \varepsilon'/\varepsilon d)$ for some $c > 0$ then the method $\mathcal{U}$ performs $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-certified unlearning for $\mathcal{A}$ with $\delta = 1.5e^{-\varepsilon^2/2}$.

Proof. The proofs work similarly to the sensitivity proofs for differential privacy as presented in Dwork & Roth [28].

1. Given $b_1$ and $b_2$ with $\|b_1 - b_2\|_2 \leq \varepsilon$. By the construction of the density $p$ we have

$$\frac{p(b_1)}{p(b_2)} = e^{-\frac{b_1^2}{2}}\|b_1\| \leq e^{-\frac{b_2^2}{2}}\|b_2\| = e^{-\varepsilon}.$$

Applying Theorem 2 finalizes the proof.

2. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.22 in Dwork & Roth [28] using $\Delta_1(f) = \varepsilon'$ which yields that with probability at least $1 - \delta$ we have $e^{-\varepsilon} \leq \frac{p(b_1)}{p(b_2)} \leq e^\varepsilon$. Applying Theorem 2 afterwards again finalizes the proof.

A.5 Evaluations for Linear Models

A.5.1 Parameter choice for $\lambda$ and $\sigma$. To calibrate our approach and the DP baseline, we evaluate the influence of $\sigma$ and $\lambda$ on the performance of the classifiers. Obviously, the privacy budget determined by $\sigma$ depends on the features of the dataset. If $\sigma$ is too large the classifier may be insufficient for use in practice. At this point the requirements regarding privacy can not be handled anymore. To explore this trade-off, we perform a cross-validation over various values of $\sigma$ and $\lambda$ and measure the accuracy on a leave-out test dataset. The results of this cross-validation are presented in Table 7. Based on these results we use a regularization strength $\lambda = 1.0$ for all datasets and set $\sigma = 0.01$ for all datasets except for the Spam dataset where we use $\sigma = 0.001$.

A.5.2 Fidelity evaluation for test loss. In Section 6, we evaluate the fidelity of the retrained model with different approaches using the difference in test loss presented in a scatter plot. Figure 9 shows the plots for the Spam and Malware dataset which we omitted previously due to space limitations. As for the other datasets, it is apparent that the second-order update has the highest correlation with the retrained model, i.e., the points are closest to the identity line. We also see less variance in terms of deviation from the identity line compared to the other approaches.

A.5.3 Efficiency Evaluation. In Section 6, we present the runtime evaluation only for the Malware dataset. We show the evaluations for the remaining datasets in Table 8. The entries are based on the experiments regarding fidelity where we removed or replaced 100 combinations of 100 features from the datasets. It can be seen that the computation of the inverse Hessian is faster than retraining in case of the Diabetes and Adult datasets making the second-order update very efficient in these cases.

A.5.4 Sequential unlearning steps. Throughout the paper, we develop our update strategies as “one-shot unlearning”, i.e., all perturbed samples are collected in the set $\tilde{Z}$ and the update is performed according to the strategy. The theoretical analysis in Section 5, however, shows that the error in approximation and the gradient residual norm rise with the size of $\tilde{Z}$. Therefore, a practitioner might want to perform the updates in smaller portions to keep the error in each update small. Are collected and fixed only when a certain number of fixes are present and it it not clear how large this number should be.
To evaluate this setting, we repeat the previous experiments to measure the gradient residual and the accuracy in a slightly different setting: Instead of changing or removing 10 features at the same time, we split the update into 10 steps of equal size. In this setting, each update is performed on a smaller set \( \tilde{Z} \) and thus should have a smaller error. The error that is still present, however, will be propagated through each following update step. Figure 10 shows the comparison between sequential and one-shot updates regarding the gradient residual norm and accuracy on test data. In terms of accuracy, the sequential updates give only slight performance increases for both methods. For the gradient residual, however, we observe strong decreases when applying the updates sequentially, especially for the Diabetis and Adult dataset. This confirms the results of Theorem 1 empirically and presents a special working mode of our approach. As pointed out in Section 5.3, this increase in privacy budget comes with an increase in runtime for the second-order update: Performing 10 updates instead of one increases the runtime by a factor 10 since the Hessian has to be re-calculated at each intermediate step.

### A.6 Poisoning Experiment Details

Below, we present more details about the dataset characteristics, CNN architecture and utilized unlearning parameters. Furthermore, we present an additional experiment to investigate the scalability of unlearning with increased numbers of model parameters.

The CIFAR10 dataset [45] contains 50,000 images with 32\( \times \)32\( \times \)3 pixels and 10 classes representing real-world objects like vehicles and animals. As our reference model, we train a convolutional neural network with 1.8 million parameters. It comprises three VGG blocks and two dense layers. The network uses 128 convolutional filters of size 3\( \times \)3, a pooling size of 2\( \times \)2 and the ReLU activation function. We train it using the Adam optimizer [42] with an initial learning rate of \( 1 \times 10^{-4} \).

As stated in Equation (6) and Line 1, we use an unlearning rate \( r \) of \( 2 \times 10^{-5} \) for the first-order update with batches of size 512. For the approximation of the inverse Hessian we use a HVP batch size of 1,024, damping of \( 1 \times 10^{-4} \) and scale of \( 2 \times 10^{5} \). The unlearning batch size defines the number of unlearning requests that are simultaneously performed and the HVP batch size denotes the number of training samples that are used in the hessian vector product. The damping and scale parameters are required to ensure convergence of the stochastic algorithm by Agarwal et al. [3]. Agarwal et al. originally suggest to repeat the algorithm multiple times and average the results for a more stable solution but we found that a single repetition is enough in our experiments. Finally, we introduce a patience parameter of 20 for the norm of the Hessian vector product which allows for an early stopping when the update norm does not decrease for a certain amount of iterations.

---

**Table 8: Average runtime when removing 100 random combinations of features for the different datasets.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Spam</th>
<th>Diabetis</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gradients</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>Speed-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraining</td>
<td>( 1.4 \times 10^{5} )</td>
<td>1.52s</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISA (5 shards)</td>
<td>( 4.1 \times 10^{3} )</td>
<td>0.56s</td>
<td>2.7x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuning</td>
<td>( 2.6 \times 10^{4} )</td>
<td>0.80s</td>
<td>1.9x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (1st)</td>
<td>( 1.1 \times 10^{4} )</td>
<td>0.04ms</td>
<td>38.0x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlearning (2nd)</td>
<td>( 6.5 \times 10^{4} )</td>
<td>5.42s</td>
<td>0.3x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10:** Average test accuracy of the corrected models (in %) when removing 100 features at once or sequentially in 10 steps.